NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the M.A., Women’s Studies - I Year (Distance Mode) Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati
Hall ticket Numbers:

1701WD55002 (349/500) only

Name of the Centre: CSSR&SRRM Degree college, Jeevampet, Kadapa
Hall ticket Numbers:

1736WD53001 –Absent for all Papers

Supplemental

1601WD55002(302/500) only
1422WD55001(374/500) only

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 13.08.2018
NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the M.A., Women’s Studies II Year (Distance Mode) Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati
Hall ticket Number:
First Class 1601WD55001 (357/500) and 022 (339) only

Name of the Centre: Gokul Degree College Bheeramguda, Hyderabad
Hall ticket Number:
First Class: 1633WD55001 (350/500) only

Name of the Centre: CSSR&SRRM Degree College, Jeevampet, Kadapa
Hall ticket Number:
*Dissertation not submitted.

Supplemental
Hall ticket Numbers:
1422WD55001 (345/500) only
10135509 – Passed in papers – 2.01, 2.02 and 2.04 only
NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the LL.M – I Year - Criminology & Torts (Distance Mode) Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: **Nodal Centre SPMVV, TPT**
Hall ticket Numbers:

1701MLCD54001 – (249/400) and 002(253) only

Name of the Centre: **Christian Women’s Degree College, Guntur**
Hall ticket Numbers:

1722MLCD54001 – Absent for all Papers

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 13.08.2018
NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the P.G.Diploma in Family & Health Counselling (Distance Mode) Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: **Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati**
Hall ticket Numbers:
- Distinction: Nil
- First Class: 1701PGDFH52001 (355/500) and 002(349) only
- Second Class: Nil

Name of the Centre: **Gokul Degree College Bheeramguda, Hyderabad**
Hall ticket Numbers:
- Distinction: 1733PGDFH52003 (376/500) and 004(398) only
- First Class: 1733PGDFH52001 (364/500) and 002(346) only
- Second Class: Nil
NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the **P.G.Diploma in Public Relations (Distance Mode)** Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati
Hall ticket Numbers:
Distinction: 1701PGDPR64002 (536/700) only
First Class: Nil
Second Class: Nil

1701PGDPR64001 - Passed in papers – 1.01 and 1.02 only

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 13.08.2018
NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the **P.G.Diploma in Pre-School Education (Distance Mode)** Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: **Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati**
Hall ticket Numbers:

- **Distinction:** Nil
- **First Class:** 1701PGDSE65002 (343/500) and 004(348) only
- **Second Class:** 1701PGDSE65001 (264/500) and 003(265) only

Name of the Centre: **Padmavathi Degree College, Narasannapet, Srikakulam**
Hall ticket Numbers:

- **Distinction:** 1742PGDSE65001 (376/500), 003(382) and 004(382) only
- **First Class:** 1742PGDSE65002 (371/500) only
- **Second Class:** Nil

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 13.08.2018
SRI PADMAVATI MAHILA VISVAVIDYALAYAM :: TIRUPATI  
(WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY)

No: SPMVV/Results/B9/2018                                      Date: 13.08.2018

NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the P.G. Diploma in Music (Distance Mode) Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: Andhra Mahila Sabha College of Fine Arts and Media Education, Hyderabad
Hall ticket Numbers:
Distinction: Nil
First Class: Nil
Second Class: Nil

1402DMUD62002 – Passed in Papers – 1.01 and 2.01 only

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 13.08.2018
NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the **M.Ed I & II Year and B.Ed (Distance Mode) Examination** of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

**M.Ed (I Year) Distance Mode**

Name of the Centre: **Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati**

**Hall ticket Numbers:**

- 140169011 – (293/500) Only
- 142069026 – (274/500) Only
- 142269007 – (277/500) Only
- 140169004 - Absent for all Papers

**M.Ed (II Year) Distance Mode**

**Second Class:**

- 140169011(293/500) Only
- 142369018(283/500) Only
- 142369048(299/500) Only
- 142369053(299/500) Only
- 142369059(282/500) Only
- 142369071(270/500) Only
- 140169004 - Absent for all Papers
- 142369038 – Absent for – Paper II and III
- 14229009 – Absent for Paper II

**B.Ed (Distance Mode)**

**Hall ticket Numbers:**

**Second Class:**

- 120157027(393/700) Passed theory only
SRI PADMAVATI MAHILA VISVAVIDYALAYAM :: TIRUPATI
(WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY)

No: SPMVV/Results/B9/2018 Date: 13.08.2018

NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the M.B.A – Hospital Administration (Distance Mode) Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

MBA I year (Distance Mode)

Hall Ticket Number: 10136601 (716/1000) only

MBA II year (Distance Mode)

First Class: 10136601 (816/1000)
Third Class: 1501CMBAG67001(810/1000)

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 13.08.2018